HACK_the DIGITAL DIVIDES

INTERACTIVE FISHBOWL SESSION
Internet Governance Forum 2023, Kyoto

global. digital. purpose driven.

AND YES, DO FOLLOW US
WSA Connect4Impact
worldsummitawards
Turning the United Nations WSIS Targets on the Information Society and the UN SDGs, into Action!
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Turning the United Nations WSIS Targets on the Information Society and the UN SDGs, into Action!

WSA’s journey started in 2003 at the UN World Summit on the Information Society in Geneva.
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Turning the United Nations WSIS Targets on the Information Society and the UN SDGs, into Action!

TRANSFORMING the KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY for the WSIS 2025 review
Turning the United Nations WSIS Targets on the Information Society and the UN SDGs, into Action!

selecting digital solutions, hacking digital divides and contributing to the Agenda 2030
20 YEARS OF IMPACT

1679 solutions
from
180 UN member states
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1679 winning solutions from 180 UN member states
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20 YEARS OF IMPACT - 182 member states

12,194 submitted solutions

1679 WSA winners from 97 countries

Top 12 WSA winning countries: Austria (28), Germany (27), Mexico (24), India (22), Brazil (21), Canada (21), China (21), UK (17), Finland (16), Ireland (16), Portugal (16), Spain (16)

Submissions for 4,413 WSA Young Innovators

12 Editions 210+ Winners

government & citizen engagement
health & well being
environment & green energy
learning & education
culture & heritage
smart settlement & urbanization
business & commerce
inclusion & empowerment
+ YOUNG INNOVATORS

global. digital. purpose driven.
WSA hacking the accessibility gaps
WSA hacking the gender gaps
WSA hacking the climate gaps
JOIN THE INNER CIRCLE TO CONTRIBUTE & SHARE YOUR PERSPECTIVE

YOUR MODERATOR
Peter A. Bruck, WSA chairperson
Meet the WSA winners, to start the discussion

MALAK YACOUT  
The Volunteer Circle

MATIAS ROJAS  
SoziaLab

TIFFANY TONG  
Aloi

GLORIA MANGI  
African Queens Project
connect4impact and get involved

JOIN THE WSA COMMUNITY
@ the WSA GLOBAL CONGRESS
April 14-17, 2024
Los Lagos, Chile

www.wsa-global.org
office@wsa-global.org